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BALPEX '90 has come and gone. With
it has passed the Canal Zone Study Group's
first effort in acting as a participating
society in a maj or national show. In all,
it has 'to be regarded as very successful.
There were' a good number of exhibits by
members of the CZSG, with a very fine
attendance when the awards were given
out. We had a lively and well attended
meeting of the CZSG, highlighted by the
unveiling of the newly established Alfred
R. Bew Service award, and announcement
of the first three awardees. This was an
excellent opportunity to expose our society
to a wider range ofthe collecting world than
ever before.
The membership should be grateful to
those who exhibited at this show. They did
a fine job of representing the breadth of
interests that our members have. The
quality of their exhibits is demonstrated
by the large number of prestigious awards
they received. David Leeds had two exhibits entered, and secured a silver for his
showing ofCZ aerophilately and a gold for
his exhibit of stamps from 1904-1924. This
exhibit also earned him the Canal Zone
(Continued on page 26)

Meeting Notices
A regional meeting of the CZSG will
be held at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday,
February 9,1991, at SANDICAL, San
Diego Convention and Performing
Arts Center, 202 C Street, San Diego,
CA. For information contact Larry
Jennings, 895 So. Cardiff St., Anaheim, CA 92806. Tel. 714-630-4726.
A regional meeting of the CZSG will
be held immediately after the Postal
History Foundation luncheon on Saturday, January 26, 1991, at ARIPEX
'91. For details contact Lawson P.
Entwistle 10,000 E. Broadway, Tucson, AZ 85748.

Fourth Quarter, 1990
Whole No. 97
Canal Zone Study Group Awards
by Richard D. Bates, Jr.
The Board of Directors of the Canal Zone Study Group voted in early 1990
to establish two types of awards, one to recognize service to Canal Zone philately
and the other to reward outstanding exhibits based on Canal Zone material.
These awards were to be made for the first time at BALPEX '90.
The Service Award has been named the
Albert F. Bew Service Award, in memory
of Al Bew who served as Secretary of the
Canal Zone Study Group from 1967 until
1985. Al exemplified the unselfish service
that this award is meant to recognize. A
Committee consisting of George Campbell,
Mike Demski, and Bill Kuttner was formed
and worked with me to develop the
guidelines for making this award and to
s-elect---recipients for the-initial-pres-entwtion at BALPEX. Nominations were solicited from the members of the Board of
Directors and were conveyed to the Awards
Committee.
The guidelines established by the Board
and the Committee for the Canal Zone
Study Group Service Award are that it be
1) named in honor of Al Bew; 2) initiated
at the CZSG meeting at the BALPEX '90
show by presenting up to three awards; 3)
Zone Study Group and to Canal Zone
continued in the future at each national
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The recipients of the award for 1990 were
for and co-author of Canal Zone\Stamps.
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Study Group Exhibitor's medal for an
exhibit based on stamps, and the APS
Medal of Excellence for the best exhibit in
1900-1940 philately. Brad Wilde picked up
a vermeil and the Canal Zone Study Group
Exhibitor's Award for an exhibit based on
postal history for his showing of postal
markings 1904-1924, plus the Sol Glass
Memorial Award for the best exhibit of the
20th century U.S. and the U.N. postal
history. Brad's second exhibit of Canal
Zone airmail stamps on cover earned a
silver. Paul Kravitz entered an exhibit of
Canal Zone postage dues that was awarded
a vermeil plus the Bureau Issues Associa·
tionMedal ofFreedom and Certificate. Had
the award for a first time exhibitor that
used to exist still been available, Paul
surely would have earned it. The other

Canal Zone exhibit was an entry of postal
stationery submitted by David Smith,
which earned a silver-bronze plus a United
Postal Stationery Society Award. Thus
each of the exhibitors of Canal Zone
material garnered at least one special
award. In addition, two Canal Zone Study
Group members entered non-Canal Zone
exhibits: Lee Cornell won a silver for a very
nice showing of Special Delivery covers,
and Jim Helme won a gold and the grand
award for his exhibit of the Panama 18871888 issue. These super exhibits made a
tremendous representation of some of the
finest Canal Zone material. And, ironically, at least two excellent Canal Zone
exhibits that I know about were turned
away by the BALPEX show organizers
because the exhibit frames had all been
alloted by the time their applications were
received.
The awards banquet proved interesting
and amusing. The CZSG Service medal had
been presented to Jim DeVoss at the CZSG
meeting that afternoon. but it was presented to him a second time at the Banquet.
Jim was serving as the chief judge at the
exhibits and this seemed a fitting way to
recognize his special contributions to
Canal Zone philately. The two exhibitors
who were recipients of the Canal Zone
Study Group Exhibitor's Medal had their
medals presented to them, despite the
difficulties the emcee (at 87 years of age)
had in getting names correct, including
yours truly, but it gave everyone at the
CZSG table something to laugh about.
At the CZSG meeting about twenty
members had a chance to meet each other,
exchange ideas, discuss their interests,
and ask questions. The focal point of the
discussion concerned publications by the
CZSG, both recent and forthcoming. Members identified things they would like to
see in upcoming handbooks and articles.
Part of the discussion dealt with the
advantages and disadvantages of indicating some relative valuations in handbooks.
A decision as to whether the CZSG will
sponsor another exhibit at a major show
in the near future has not been made yet.
But a meeting in 1992 to coincide with the
40th anniversary of the founding of the
Study Group (and the 25th anniversary of
the revival) would seem appropriate, though
no definite plans have been made.
Holiday Greetings To All!

Auctions
by Gilbert N. Plass
There was a rather sparse offering of
Canal Zone stamps at the major auctions
houses during the past quarter. Nevertheless some very good prices were obtained.
Superior Galleries obtained over catalogue for each of the 5¢ stamps of Type
III, IV, and V. The prices quoted below do
not include the 10% buyer's fee. The price
in parenthesis is the 1990 Scott Specialized Catalogue price, supposedly now the
retail price of a fine-very fine copy.
Scott No.2, used, $270 ($175) Superior
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14a in bl. of 4, ZONE in antique type,
$500 ($790) Bartlett
15, trop. og., f, $1600 ($2400) Superior
22a, horiz. pair imperf. btw., toning on
gum side, $800 ($1000) Superior
32c, CZSG No. 32c.6, four booklet panes
of 6 unexploded, with 1¢ booklet "over
by error, $1400 Fox
39, on large piece with "German Detention Camp,lTabago, R. de P." his, $400
Bartlett
3ge, inv. center, hr, $500 ($750) Ivy
48, part og, $625 ($550) Superior
54, $170 ($140) Superior
57, $200 ($175) Superior
66, $75 ($100) Superior
73a, booklet pane with plate number
16603, $420 ($175+) Superior
80, single with plate number, Ih, $100
($65) Ivy
81, $150 ($250) Superior
97b, booklet pane, vf, h, $360 ($650)
Superior
C2, $150 ($85) Superior
J2, gum skips, nh, vf, $170 ($175)
Superior
UF var., 10¢ env. prepared for use in
Canal Zone, but not used; overprinted
for use in Panama, $525 Superior
UX1, f, $36 ($45) UPSS
UX10-16, 20, UXCl-2, $20 ($28) UPSS
UC4, $8 ($4) UPSS
Addresses of above auctioneers: Please
mention The Canal Zone Philatelist when
writing for catalogue. Auctioneers wishing
to have their sales included, send catalogues with prices realized to Gilbert N.
Plass. Box 9973, College Station, TX
77842.
Aubrey Bartlett, Inc., 49 Geary, Suite
225, San Francisco, CA 94108; William A.
Fox, 676 Morris Ave., Springfield, NJ
07081; Harmers of New York Inc., 14-16
E. 33rd St., New York, NY 10016; Steve
Ivy Philatelic Auctions, Inc. Heritage
Plaza, Highland Park Village, Dallas, TX
75205-2788; Superior Stamp and Coin Co.,
Inc., 9301 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills,
CA 90290; United Postal Stationery Society, Box 48, Redlands, CA 92373.
"BRIDGE

MISSING"

ERROR

CANAL ZONE #157a
Only One Pane of 50 Stamps Found (By H.E.
Harris Of Boston). A Plate No. Strip Of 10 &
Several Blocks Of Four Are Stillintacl. So Probably No More Than 32 Copies Available As
Singles.
1990 Scott Specialized Catalog.
$9000

We Offer Extremely Fine Mint
OG, NH-Net-$8,500
What Else Do You Need in Canal Zone Or Other
U.S. Possessions1
Sari5lacrion Or ImfT1ildiar" R"'und. Gladly Sent On
Approval

With References. Installment
Term; if Desired

(No Interest or Carrying

Charges)

JACK E. MOLESWORTH,
APS
CSA
BIA

Payment

88 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02108
Phone: (617)523-2522

INC.
CZSG
ARA
EPS

Phillips H. Lord
aka Seth Parker
by L.P. Entwistle
How many of you were avid radio fans
during the 1920s and 80s? Do you recall
listening to the weekly series called
"Sunday Evening at Seth Parker's?" Why
should anyone be writing about an old-time
radio actor and writer for a magazine
devoted to Canal Zone philately?
Every once in awhile a cover mailed at
Balboa on August 3, 1934, with a printed,
two-color cachet showing the ruins of the
cathedral tower at Old Panama, a fourmasted schooner, and "from SETH PARKER
at PANAMA" comes on the market (Fig.
1). These covers are not rare, in fact, one
offered in the 1989 CZSG mail sale failed
to attract a single bid.

was relatively new and there would be an
opportunity to test it under varying climatic conditions under the leadership of
a widely known and trusted person. There
would be, of course, the advertising, also.
Feature articles on the progress of
refitting and many other subjects were
amply covered in Stamp8.
In the five
months from the original announcement
to the sailing ten such articles, all well
illustrated,
appeared. Lord also wrote
popular articles for a general circulation
magazine.
At the last minute, the name of the
schooner was changed to the Seth Parker
and she departed from Portland, Maine,
on December 5, 1933, with an official sendoffby the Governor and his staff who came
by special train from the capital, Augusta.

1934. So it took nearly eight months from
Portland, Maine, through the Panama
Canal. The long time was, in part, due to
contracts for the radio broadcasts.
The saga of the Seth Parker was not
researched after this poi-nt but apparently
it made its way back to the Atlantic Coast
after circumnavigating the globe. It seems
that the voyage was the peak of Phillips
Haynes Lord'lI career all the lallt recorded
series that began in 1935, was called "Seth
Parker's Scrap Book." He died at Hartford,
V1., on October 19, 1975, at the age of 73.
Dick Salz kindly furnished much of the
data from Stamps and The Panama Canal
Record. Additional information was supplied by the American Philatelic Research
Library and the Tucson Public Library.

Book Review
by David L. Farnsworth
Panama Canal: Gateway to the World by
Judith S1.George (New York: G.P. Putnam's
Sons, 1989) (ISBN 0-339-21637-5), 159
pages, $15.95.
This book is classified by the publisher
as juvenile literature.
That may be a
misnomer. Many readers probably would
have guessed that this is an adult book.
The grammar and verbage are in no way
simplistic. Details are not omitted or
glossed over as often they are in books for
Edgar Erle Flesher.
--young-rea-aeTs:-St'.
G-e'orge's-book could-be-11103 S. Hoyne Ave.,
from
recommended to an' adult for a fast and
CUlcago.
Ul.,
L'.
S.
A.
SETH PARKER
fascinating read.
at PANAMA
Most of the text concerns the construction period. The difficulties faced and the
solutions to them form the overall strucFig. 1. • Cacheted cover posted at Balboa from the Seth Parker 'round the
ture
of the book. An individual participant,
world voyage.
such as John Stevens, Maj. David Gaillard,
or Lt. Co!. George W. Goethals, is, focused
The Governor even adjourned the LegisIn mid-1933 one of the great promotions
upon in each chapter. They are shown to
lature for the day.
in philately was started by Stamps
be very human as they deal with the
The Seth Parker made numerous stops
magazine. The razzle-dazzle began with
situation in Panama.
the offer of a series of 40 cacheted covers
as it sailed southwards. The public was
The book is chronological except for the
invited to visit as guests of the Frigidaire
to be mailed from various ports around the
first chapter which starts the book in a
world on a cruise to be undertaken in a
Division of General Motors, who also
lively way. It follows President Teddy
sponsored a series of weekly broadcasts
motorized schooner bought by Phillip!! H.
Roollevelt around Panama on his three-day
Lord, who was better known as Seth
from the ship. At most stops additional
visit in November 1906. Beginning with a
equipment was installed, for example, a
Parker, the star of a weekly broadcast over
descri ption ofthis vital and robust presiden t's
the NBC network. The covers, all with
powerful short wave radio, built specially
drive and vigor sets the tone of the book.
by RCA, was placed on board at Camden,
printed cachet, were sold by subscription
The real punch is obtained from numerN.J., the aerial having been previously
by Stamps forthe munificent sum or $4.75,
ous and pervasive quotes. Paragraph after
raised at the stop in New York Harbor.
including surface rate postage directly to
paragraph contain very brief and apropos
Broadcasts were made on Tuesday evethe subscriber. Compare this with the
quotes from contemporary presidents,
nings and were so popular that Frigidaire
advertised price of a copy of the U.S. 5¢
journalists, West Indian workers, steam
1847 at $3.50!
arranged one four· week extension. The
shovel operators and others about the
company
asked
for
another
but
was
turned
Lord bought the Georgette which had
events as they saw them. These'make the
down by Lord who wanted to be on his way.
been built during World War I for the
narrative very lively and personalize the
The :lhip finally departed from Miami
Australian trade, but had to be completely
story.
and made stops at Bimini in the Bahamas,
refitted and upgraded before the planned
This is almost a picture book as well.
Port.au-Prince, Haiti; Havana, Cuba; and
year-long 'round the world voyage could
The over sixty captioned photographs are
be undertaken.
Kingston, Jamaica, before arriving at the
meaningfully correlated with the text.
Atlantic entrance to the Panama Canal.
Apparently Lord was a good pitchman
The Seth Parker was logged through the
so he was able to convince many of the
canal on July 27th., and the covers were
top U.S. companies to furnish materials,
posted from Balboa, using the 3¢ Stuart
equipment, supplies, and even foodstuff at
overprinted "CANAL ZONE", on August 3,
cost, or even free. Some of the equipment
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Study Group Awards
(Continued from page 25)
The Board also voted to establish an
award to recognize exceptional exhibits of
Canal Zone material. This award was also
to be presented for the first time at
BALPEX '90. At a show like BALPEX '90
at which the CZSG acts als a participating
the
availability
of the
award
is to be
society
and sponsors
ca11al
Zone exhibits,
announced in the program. The selection
of the recipient of the award lies with the
judges at the show, but the guidelines are
that either one or two awards can be made.
Two awards are justified if there are two
meritorious exhibits, one with the primary
focus on stamps and the other with an
emphasis on postal history. And that is
exactly what happened at BALPEX '90.
David Leeds for his primarily stamp-based
exhibit, and Brad Wilde with his postal
history display, were the first two recipients of this award. Details on the availability of this award for future Canal Zone
based exhibits will be announced in a
future issue of The Philatelist.
The Board of Directors determined that
each of these awards should consist of a
medal. Pressed Metal Products in Vancou ver,
BC was commissioned to prepare a die
using the design of the Canal Zone Study
Group seal, as shown on Fig. 1. Member
Dave King helped with the design and
coordination with Pressed Metal Products.
The medals were struck in fine sliver and
were 52mm in diameter. Those presented
as the Service Award were overlaid in gold
and engraved on the reverse, and were
accompanied by a certificate identifying
the Award and naming the recipient. For
the Exhibitor's Award, the medal in silver
is presented, then subsequently engraved
andacertificateprepared with the awardee's
name.
These awards represent a new dimension
in the role the Study Group plays in
promoting the collecting and study of
philately and postal history of the Canal
Zone, as is stated as the purpose of the
Canal Zone Study Group in Article I of the
Bylaws.

Used Copy of
Scott No. 52a Found
by David T. Zemer
While going through some stamp albums
before an auction in Oslo in 1989, I became
acquainted with Arne Barlang, a retired
Norwegian Army colonel. He said that he
was collecting stamps from every country
before 1930. I told him that I was specializing in Canal Zone but did not seem
to find many in Europe. He said that he
had sorted out all stamps by country and
that all of the Canal Zone stamps were in
a stockbook. He did not have time to really
look at them closely and the old overprints
were difficult to work with, so he invited
me to go through them. Of course I leaped
at the chance, sure that I would find one

Fig. 1. Used copy of 52a.
of the great rarities.
The "best" stamp that I found was a Scott
No. 48 with a tear but then when checking
the catalogue, I could not find a price for
a used Scott No. 52a. I assumed that there
was a misprint in my Scott catalogue so
I wrote Dick Salz and asked his opinion.
He replied that as far as he knew only one
complete pane had been found, and all the
stamps in it had been sold to collectors.
The one that Arne Barlang had was clearly
postmarked "1921" so at least one 52a had
been used, probably on a postcard or letter
to Europe.
Since I became aware that this stamp
exists in used condition I have been
searching through picture post card collections and dealer's stocks hoping that I
would be the first to find one on cover but
have had no luck. Now that all of our CZSG
group knows that there is one used 52a
stamp let's see who is the first to find one
on cover!

Winners
It has been approximately one year since
this column has appeared in the Canal
Zone Philatelist. As you might have noted
in a previous CZP we had a volunteer who
was to handle this column but due to many
and varied circumstances, which I will not
go into, the column was not forthcoming;
so here I am back at myoid job.
R.H. Salz
AFDCS Convention '89, September 2224 at McLean, Virginia. American First
Day Cover Society. A Silver-Bronze to Gary
B. Weiss for Classic Canal Zone First Day
Covers.
SESCAL'89, October 13-15, Los Angeles,
California. Federated Philatelic Clubs of
Southern California. A Gold (literature) to
Gilbert N. Plass, Geoffrey Brewster, &
Richard H. Salz for Canal Zone Stamps.
FLOREX '89, November 3-5, Orlando,
Florida. Florida Federation of Stamp
Clubs, Inc. A Gold to James R. Adams for
Rate Study, 1911-1939, U.S. Possessions
Air Mail, plus the Postmaster's and the
American Air Mail Society awards (does
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anyone have the address for James R.
Adams as he is not a member and we would
like to ask him to join the CZSG).
METROPEX '89, November 10-12, St.
Paul, Minnesota. Maplewood Stamp Club.
A Gold to Lee Cornell for Canal Zone-U.S.
and Provisional Issues, plus Best of Class
and BIA medal. A Silver to Jim Brumbaugh
for Canal Zone PostO{{ices. A Silver-Bronze
to John Norbeck for Canal Zone Postal
Stationery (does anyone have the address
for John Norbeck as he is not a member
and we would like to ask him to join the
CZSG).
STAMP WORLD LONDON 90, May 313, International Exhibition at Alexandra
Palace, London. A Large Vermeil (literature) to GilbertN. Plass, Geoffrey Brewster
& Richard H. Salz for Canal Zone Stamps.
COALPEX'90,May 19-20, Walnut Creek,
California. Contra Costa & Alameda Counties Philatelic Exhibition. A Gold to Alan
M. Harris for Canal Zone Aerophilately,
February 1929 to February 1931, also the
Apflebaum Award for first·time exhibitor.
NEW ZEALAND 1990, August 24-September 2, International
Exhibition at
Auckland. A Large Vermeil (literature) to
Gilbert N. Plass, Geoffrey Brewster &
Richard H. Salz for Canal Zone Stamps.
STaMpsHOW '90, August 23-26 Cincinnati, Ohio, American Philatelic Society. A
Vermeil to James R. Adams for Rate Study:
1911-1939 USA & Possessions Air Mail.
BALPEX '90, September 1-3, Hunt Valley Inn, Hunt Valley, Maryland. Baltimore
Philatelic Society. A Gold and the APS
Medal 1900-1940 to David J. Leeds for
Panama-Overprinted
"Canal Zone"19041924. A Vermeil and the BIA Association
Medal to Paul J. Kravitz for Canal Zone
Postage Dues & Usages. A Vermeil and the
Sol Glass Award to Bradley G. Wilde for
Canal Zone Postal Markings-1904-1924.
A Silver to David J. Leeds for Canal Zone
Aerophilataly-Covers
From, To & Thru.
A Silver to Bradley G. Wilde for Canal Zone
Air Mail Stamps on Cover, The First
Decade. A Silver-Bronze and a UPSS
Certificate to David J. Smith for Canal
Zone Postal Stationery-1907-1978.
Also,
there were CZSGExhibitor Medals awarded
to David J. Leeds and Bradley G. Wilde;
and Alfred R. Bew Service Awards presented to James T. DeVoss, Gilbert N.
Plass, and Richard H. Salz. These awards
are discussed in more detail elsewhere in
this CZP in an article by President Richard
D. Bates, Jr.
MERPEX XIV, September 1-3, 1990
Mount Laurel, New Jersey. Merchantville
Stamp Club. A Bronze plus Third Best U.S.
and Possessions to J. Thomas Showier for
Canal Zone, The Modern Era.

PSN Perfins
(These three letters courtesy of
Hugh W. Cassibry)
Crilltobal, C.Z., 8th August 1939
Mr. William D. Taylor.
Post Master.
Cristobal, C.Z.
Dear Sir:
Referring to our conversation of yesterday we now beg to confirm that in order
to check our postal expenditures we intend
to use a Perforating machine, using letters
"PSN".
Before placing the order for such a
machine we shall be glad to have your
confirmation that such procedure meets
with the requirements of the Canal Zone
postal regulations.
Yours faithfully,
For THE PACIFIC STEAM
NAVIGATION COMPANY
(signature

illegible)

ACTING MANAGER FOR
CENTRAL AMERICA
Cristobal, C.Z.
August 16, 1939.
.
Memorandum for DIrector of Posts:
Balboa Heights, C.Z.
The Pacific Steam Navigation agent
requests authority to perforate their Canal
__ Zone_stamps~ESN "
~_ ~ .L
Theyuse approximately $150.00 ofstamps
a month, and wish to check their postal
expenditures.
/s/ WM. D. TAYLOR
Postmaster.

identifying device shall not exceed
one-halfinch square. The puncturing
or perforating shall be done in such
manner as to leave the stamp easily
recognizable as genuine and previoUllly ulled."
The foregoing will be applicable to Canal
Zone postage stamps, but it is essential
that the firm use more than one letter in
their perforation, so that such postage may
not be confused with official Panama Canal
issues, all of which are perforated with a
large UP".
Res pectfu lly,
/s/ C.H. Calhoun
Director of Posts.

Not a Fake

is fainter than the other. Thus r was
prompted to read about this error in Canal
Zone Stamps and to discuss it with one
of the authors, Dick Salz.
The book provided a good illustration
and information about the correct printings, color, and spacing. In fact, the 12c
error occurred on two panes. One has the
two overprints nearly superimposed, a
characteristic of most known copies of this

error. The other pane ha" a greater
displacement between the overprints. Copies
from this pane are much scarcer, as most
copies were post ally used to the West
Indies, and are consequently lost to collectors. This copy is a postally used
example of this scarcer Canal Zone double.
The discussion with Dick Salz led to the
observation that the second overprint on
this copy is displaced more than on other
copies he has seen, indicating that the
degree of displacement may be progressive
across the pane. Has anyone else got a copy
from this printing (Stage I on 3P) like the
copy in the figure? I am especially interested in copies with the second overprint
nearly in the middle ofthe spaces between
the letters of the first, or even more highly
displaced. If so, would you please send a
copy of the stamp to me or to Dick Salz?
In any case, I wish to thank member Jerry
Craig for showing this to me and for
allowing me to have it photographed, and
to congratulate him on his very nice find.

After having written so much about
fakes recently, I am happy to write about
something that I thought initially was no
good but that turned out to be genuine. The
item in question is shown in Fig. 1 and is
an apparent double Canal Zone overprint,
12c. When I first was shown it, I was
skeptical that it was good. My impression
was based on recollection of copies of the
genuine overprint. Rightly or wrongly,
such memories are strongly influenced by
what is in one's own collection, and mine
does not look like this. I remembered the
second overprint being nearly directly on
top of the first and as dark as the first
overprint. However, close examination of
both Canal Zone overprints on the stamp
in Fig. 1 indicated that all their charac.eristicllooked correct and one overp_r~in~t~_~

~__ ~

R.D. Bates, Jr.
.~
~ _

Balboa Heights, C.Z.,
August 24, 1939.
Postmaster,
Cristobal, C.Z.
Sir:
Reference is made to your memorandum
of the 16th instant accompanying a letter
from the Acting Manager of the Pacific
Steam Navigation Company, in which that
office requests information regarding the
procedure to be followed in connection with
the perforation of postage stamps with the
letters "PSN".
You are informed that authority will be
granted to the steamship agency, provided
they conform to Section 716 of the U.S.
Postal Laws and Regulations, pertinent
excerpts of which are quoted for your
information and guidance:
"... it shall be permissible to puncture or perforate letters, numerals,
or other marks or devices in United
States postage and special-delivery
stamps. The punctures or perforations shall not exceed one-thirtysecond of an inch in diameter, and
the whole space occupied by the

Fig. 1. Double CANALZONE overprint, 12c, one displaced horizontal and fainter.
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C48a Booklet Pane
with Purple "B-13"
Mark on Tab

Closing Of
Culebra Post Office
(This letter through the courtesy of
Hugh W. Cassibry)

by Hugh Cassibry
About the time the C48a booklets were
first issued, I found a booklet pane with
a purple "B-13" on the tab (Fig. 1). At the
time, our friend, George Brett, was living
in Washington, D.C., so I sent the pane
to him to see if he knew how the B·13 got
there. George wrote (sorry I have misplaced his reply)that he went to the Bureau
and witnessed the manufacture ofa control
mark by a Bureau employee. In the
manufacture of the booklets, it seems that
a stack made up of uncut sheets of stamps,
front covers and back covers, was assembled in unexploded booklet order.
During the assembly process, a cardboard
sheet was placed on top of the stack. Each
employee would place his mark on the
cardboard sheet, which would act as a
control. The stack, when completed with
the cardboard sheet on top, was sent to the
guillotine for cutting into booklet panes.
In preparing the booklet for shipment to
the CZ, the cut portion of the cardboard
sheet was used as a divider between
booklets. In this case, the control mark of
an employee had apparently been inadvertently placed on the stamp sheet rather
than on the cardboard sheet.
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Fi!;. 1. C48a with tab markin!;.
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Balboa Heights, C.Z.
September 23, 1927
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESS:
CULEBRAPOST OFFICE TO BE CLOSED
SEPTEMBER 30TH
At the close of business on September
30th the Culebra post office will cease to
exist. All mail and records will be transferred to Pedro Miguel and residents on
the west side of the canal will have to make
arrangements to receive their mail at
Pedro Miguel or Gamboa on and after
October 1st.
The closing of the Culebra post office is
the final act in the drama of the digging
of the big ditch as the opening scene dates
way back to June 25, 1904, when the post
office was first established. At that time
no Americans resided at Culebra and most
ofthe few who arrived on the Isthmus were
located in Panama. The American canal
headquarters was then located in the old
FrenchAdministrationBuilding, nowoccupied
by the Panama post office and telegraph
divisions.
The town ofCulebra in 1904 was nothing
but an old dilapidated village situated
parallel to the canal approximately northeast of the railroad station. E.A. Palmer,
a West Indian, was the first postmaster
at Culebra. Palmer has been with the
Panama Railroad since 1902 and at present
is employed at the Pedro Miguel railroad
station as office helper. He was the P.R.R.
station agent at Culebra from 1902 to 1906,
and when the Canal Zone post offices were
first opened on June 25, 1904, the station
agents at Culebra, Empire, Matachin,
Gaiun, San Pablo and Bohio were designated as Postmaster at the rate of twenty
dollars "silver" per month. None of the
agents were American citizens. Palmer
held the position of postmaster at Culebra
from June 25,1904 to July 26,1905, when
he was succeeded by Byron M. Bates, the
first American citizen to be made postmaster. Bates was originally employed as
Railway Mail Agent on October 6, 1904.
During the regime of John F. Stevens
it was decided to establish the headquarters of the Isthmian Canal Commission at
Culebra and the building operations began
about January 1, 1905. The first American
quarters were available for occupancy
during the latter part of that year and Mr.
O.A. McIlvaine, present Executive Secretary, and several other Americans and
their fllmilie3, weretrlln3ferred to Culebrll.
Prior to that time some of them occupied
quarters in oldFrench buildings at Corozal
and Paraiso, while others were allowed
30

commutation and subsistence in Panama.
Mr. F.E. Moore, of the Auditor's office,
Balboa Heights, and Mr. O.S. Boyd, of the
Municipal Engineering Division, Ancon,
recall Culebra in December, 1904, when
it was a hamlet of tin roofs and muddy
alleys. There was no running water within
a mile of the village and the one spigot was
not well patronized due mainly to its
inaccessibility. Mr. Boyd resided in Gulebra
from 1904 to 1909, and was actively
connected with the building of the first big
Canal Zone town.
The building operl!.tions during the
latter part of 1905 placed a number of men
in temporary quarters in Culebra and
Empire and during the latter part of July
1905, the post office was transferred from
the Railroad Station to old building No.
3, and the office placed on a classified
status. Oscar Schutt, who was transferred
from the San Francisco post office, was first
classified postmaster and held the position
from December 9, 1905 to February 24,
1911. The post office was transferred to
its present location in the then new
building during the early part of 1907.
Gerald D. Bliss, at present postmaster at
Cristobal, succeeded Schutt, and remained
there from February 25, 1911, to February
5,1913. He was succeeded by A.M. Warner,
and since that date twelve different men
have occupied the position. Since March
(Continued on page 31)

SELLING ALL MATERIAL
After specializing exclusively in Canal Zone since 1964, serious health
problems require that I sell my entire
stock of CANAL ZONE stamps, postal
stationery, FDC, plate blocks, covers,
first flights, etc. as soon as possible. By
the time this ad appears each of you
should have received a wholesale pricelist
from me. Any items not yet sold from
that list will now be subject to an
additional 10% discount. I am particularly interested in selling lots of 5,10,25
or more of particular items to dealers,
investors, collectors or accumulators.
I have lots of inexpen3ive material
such as slogan cancels, P.O. openings
and closings, cacheted unaddressed
first day covers, first flight covers, last
day covers. I am offering this special
to CZSG members: C03 on World War
II legal size, mostly censored covers,
postmarked 1941 to 1944 at $9.00 each
for envelopes which have been folded
(stamp sound, but BE); full perfs and
F-VF (no serious creases) are available
at $17.50. C03 and C05 on same type
cover F-VF $47.50, C05 F-VF on same
type cover $30.00. SE deduct 20%.
RICK

SCHWARTZ

2720 Veteran Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90064
Telephone (213) 474-1455
10 a.m. to 9;30 p.m.
CZSG #145 APS #50075 UPSS #1410

Fig. 1. Scott

No. 141 on first

day cover.

Covers of the Quarter

Fig. 2. Scott

The autograph of Dr. James Zetek, adds
a special touch to the Scott No. 141 first
day cover. See Fig. 1. Many of the world's
great scientists studied with Dr. Zetek, the
Department of Agriculture resident. He
was the chief scientist working on Barro
Colorado Island, a biological laboratory in
the Canal Zone.

No. 147 on first

day cover.

The Scott No. 147 first day cover shown
in Fig. 2, came with a centennial addition
of the Panama Canal Review. See Fig. 3.
The newspaper covers the entire history
of the Panama Railroad.

Closing ofCulebra P.O.
__ (.Qoniinued from

P--Mil
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14,1925, the position has been held byJ.H.
Sandiford, who will be rerated to postal
clerk on October 1st and transferred to
another post office.
The peak of the work at Culebra was
during 1912 and upon the transfer of the
headquarters to Balboa Heights in 1914
with the formation of the permanent
organization of The Panama Canal the
work at Culebra gradually diminished
until 1920 when it was first proposed to
discontinue the post office. The transfer
of the Porto Rican troops to the Isthmus
and the establishment of Camp Gaillard
caused the post office business to increase
and kept it in a classified status until this
year. The last Porto Rican troops left Camp
Gaillard on the 21st and returned to Porto
Rico on the transport "ST. MIHIEL".
During the past few months troops from
Fort Clayton, Fort Davis and Corozal have
been dismantling
and salvaging such
buildings as are worth the cost of transfer
and reserection[sic] for quarters or garages. These salvage operation will cease
about October 15th and after that date it
is believed that all Americans will have
removed from the west side of the Canal.
The jungle is already making headway in
parts of the American settlement and in
a few years the last vest age of a once
important Canal Zone town will have
vanished.
R.H. Salz

Fig. 3. Centennial
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Edition

of the Panama

Canal Review

Bureau Labels on Canal
Zone Coil Stamps
by Hugh Cassibry
Coil stamps were sent by the Bureau
wrapped in individual cellophane packages, using the same type labels that the
Bur~au used for United States coil stamps.
For packages smaller than 3000 stamps,
labels for the Canal Zone were handmade
using rubber handstamps (Fig. 1). For the
3000-stamp packages, the printed United
States labels were used, with "Canal Zone"
being stamped on (Fig. 2). In some cases
the words "United States" were blocked
out. These labels furnish interesting additional information to a specialized CZ
collector.

Fig. 1. Handmade label.

Fig. 2. Stamped "Canal Zone."

CANAL ZONE
Comprehensive Stock Including
singles, plate blocks, FDC's,
FFC's, B.O.B., stationery, covers
and collateral material.
Send for Free Detailed List
Wants Lists Serviced

C&HSTAMPS
P.O. Box 324

Syracuse,~13209
Phone (315) 488-0136
CZSG
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